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The lack of affordable, self-sustaining platforms for monitoring marine water quality
means that measurements are done primarily through grab sampling at a limited
number of locations and time, followed by analysis back at a centralised facility. This
has resulted in huge gaps in our knowledge of water quality. This project aims to
develop platforms capable of remote sampling and analysis over extended periods of
time. This would provide the building blocks for establishing an 'environmental
nervous system' comprised of many distributed sensing devices that share their data in
near real-time on the web. The envisaged 'environmental nervous system’ allows
marine environment to be closely monitored, enabling the early detection of pollution
events to minimise the danger to people and contamination of distribution systems.
This work is undertaken by the Marine and Environmental Sensing Technology Hub
(MESTECH) which is formed by a multidisciplinary team of researchers with
expertise in analytical science, sensor development, and visual imaging to the
development of innovative technology solutions for the marine environment. This
project is part of a marine focus initiatives called Beaufort marine research awards
funded under the Marine Research Sub-Programme of the Irish National Development
Plan 2007–2013. These awards anticipate to significantly develop overall Irish
research capacity with a view to positioning Ireland’s marine sector within a global
knowledge-based economy.
This paper presents the development of , sensing technologies for monitoring marine
water quality such as water turbidity, nutrient level, toxic algae etc within this
Beaufort Marine research project. Important challenges associated with fielddeployable sensors in marine environment are addressed. These include biofouling,
wireless communications, data handling & analysis and power management etc.
Research works involved are summarised below and shown in Figure 1:
•
•
•
•
•

Develop micro-separation science technologies for simultaneous separation
and detection of multiple target species within marine samples;
Develop sensor network based on visual sensing to monitor the coastal marine
environment;
Develop highly stable and specific antibodies for detection of marine based
biotoxins;
Design and develop microfluidics manifold and autonomous instrument for
field analysis.
Develop optical sensing devices for water quality monitoring
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Figure 1. The Beaufort project adopts an integration approach for developing marine
sensing network.

